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Aiming to become a unique creator
of ideal cloud system architecture

Our corporate logo is 
inspired by “TAKUMI”, which 
expresses our pride that a 
Japanese company involved in 
international ICT sales, services 
and maintenance has seasoned 
expertise and insight embodied 
by “TAKUMI”.

Net One Systems Co., Ltd.
Chairman & CEO

Takayuki Yoshino

We value our seasoned
expertise and insight.

Net One Systems has been engaged in network integration 

as a team of experts to “connect people in business and 

in the society.” In anticipation of the next generation of 

network computing, we are now taking new initiatives to 

innovate “change,” with the aim of becoming a unique 

creator of ideal system architecture for using cloud platform 

in the world.

What we envision as cloud system architecture is this: on 

top of building private clouds, we will safely connect various 

public clouds, integrate them all as a “cloud system” and 

provide them to our customers. The areas of application 

are expanding via the Internet of Things (IoT) to Factory 

Automation, in addition to conventional Offi ce Automation.

Amid this trend, Net One Systems, as an independent 

integrator, is well positioned to integrate necessary 

functions beyond the boundary of each manufacturer. We 

aim to become a unique integrator that combines its own 

technologies with cutting-edge solutions and provides 

the customer with a comprehensive service extending 

from verifi cation to introduction and management of the 

customer’s new infrastructure.

We are now entering the era when cloud infrastructure will 

be utilized and leveraged on a full scale. Our challenge 

is to realize new value-added services through a win-

win relationship with the customer, by staying focused on 

the market emerging from the connection between the 

customer’s business and the cloud, or in other words, the 

new market that the customer is targeting.

What will support this new challenge of ours is our diversity 

and autonomous innovation. We aim to advance through 

the autonomous efforts of each of our uniquely attractive 

and responsible employees, who will form a strong team 

by complementing each other, while our employees of all 

generations keep changing and growing every day.

Each and all of us will correctly recognize the direction of 

these advances and continue to fulfi ll the expectations of 

all stakeholders. In this way, Net One Systems will fi rmly 

endeavor to achieve growth in the next generation.

Corporate Logo Process of the evolution from “TAKUMI” to

Top Message

Connect two worlds 
with reliable, awesome 

technology and enable full 
exchange of information.

charge

Establish meaningful 
relationships, create 

dynamic networks, and 
open the way in a new 

direction matching these 
challenging times.

channel
Discern hitherto 

unappreciated or undefi ned 
roles of individuals, 
organizations and 

companies, and thereby 
open the way to drastic 
change in information 

network society.

change

With ICT we promise
 to change the world.
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Branding Message
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Assist 
customers 

grow

What 
customers 

want

Enabling more 
effective use of 

information assets

Private cloud

Work space

NetOne provides
secure cloud system

Provision of solutions by creating optimal system architecture for use of 
cloud platform and integrating NetOne’s ICT utilization know-how with 
multi-vendor cutting-edge products and technology

+ Architectural approach

Secure cloud system

Public cloud

Cloud
hub

Overseas offices

SD-WAN 
Internet

Integration of the network system 
and the computer system

Software

Monitor for
cyber attacks

Headquarters Outside locationsHomesBranch offices Factories

Efficiency
Cost 

reductionWork style 
innovation

Business 
speed 

acceleration

IoT
Big data

Use of
public
cloud

Global 
development

Enhanced 
security

Hardware Managed service

Consolidate 
securely

Connect 
securely

Utilize
securely
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Our Business



With a viewpoint anticipating the ideal ICT environment, NetOne delivers to 
customers multi-vendor products that combine advance technologies and 

hands-on know-how for their use.

We have learned much from firsthand experience of successes and failures. 
That is why we can deliver the best solutions from the customer’s viewpoint.

Practicing three key elements of workstyle innovation

The Value of NetOne Workstyle innovation

Deliver our hands-on know-how acquired through our practical usage experience

Providing a work-anywhere, work-anytime 
environment for employees

Switching from time-based thinking to 
performance-oriented thinking to enhance 

productivity

In order to deliver a “new people-centric workstyle by utilizing and leveraging 

ICT” to customers, NetOne was early to experiment with (1) the use of 

advanced ICT tools, (2) a quantum shift in the personnel system to enable 

creative workstyles, and (3) the introduction of facilities that accelerate 

collaboration.

These initiatives have improved the work-life balance of our employees and 

have led us to make additional initiatives on themes of women’s engagement 

in work, childcare, nursing care, and diversity.

Based on the know-how acquired through our own successes and failures 

and the return on investment calculated by our own methodology, we deliver 

optimal proposals by putting ourselves in the position of customers.

Becoming free of a fixed 
workplace and access 

terminal limitations

ICT tools

Virtual desktop
Anytime, anywhere, and securely

Collaboration tools
Start a dialogue with anyone

any second

Use of smart devices
Easy, quick, and secure

Flexibly devising how to 
work using performance-

based thinking

Telework
Get a little creative with where to work, 
reduce travel time, and concentrate on 

the work.

Flex time
Get a little creative with when to work, 
and make plans on a monthly basis.

Personnel system

Choosing where to work 
depending on the type of 

work

Free address
Separate a concentration area from a 

collaboration area.

BYOD & wireless LAN
All employees can choose a place 

where they can make their best 
performance with their own PC

Facility

A integrator of leading-edge
multi-vendor products

NetOne offers optimized, leading-edge 
combinations of products by taking a 

vendor neutral position.

NetOne collects global, continually-advancing technology 

trends and selects products using expert judgment 

and responding to customer needs. From a vendor-

neutral position, we propose optimal, integrated product 

combinations to customers.

Know-how for use and leveraging ICT

NetOne first uses ICT internally before 
recommending to customers so that we 

can also provide subjective know-how on 
how to use it.

Workstyle innovation, hybrid cloud, and security are part 

of what we are concerned with. We use these advanced 

technologies internally, determine their merits and demerits, 

and then provide the know-how on how to use them. This is 

fundamental to our definition of what is a professional ICT firm.

Unique technology validation capability

Customer-centered discussions

NetOne evaluates and verifies actual 
product performance on our own, 

not relying on product data found in 
supplier-provided literature.

Customers are provided with 
opportunities for experiencing firsthand 

demos of advanced technology and 
ideas, and create their ideal ICT future 

jointly with our specialists.

We have 300 racks and 9,000 devices in our technical 

validation facilities. We independently validate the 

performance of leading-edge products that are components of 

a multi-vendor cloud system as a whole integrated system.

We discuss with customers details of their ideal system and 

support elaboration of their grand design in our Solution 

Briefing Center, where customers can experience firsthand 

demonstrations.
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The NetOne Group leverages its collective strengths to support its customers’ 

ICT infrastructure.

NetOne Group’s
outstanding facilities

Product receipt

Returned parts

Storage

Acceptance
inspection

Pre-installment

Embedding/
validation before shipment

Inspection

Malfunction
reports

Embedding/
validation

Storage

Shipment

Shipment

Quality 
management of 

product

Quality 
management of 
service parts

Capturing the latest technology information and its unification and sharing

Japan’s top-class ICT 
infrastructure facility

Pre-introduction validation by 
recreating the same environment Validation area

To prevent trouble following system introduction, 

we recreate customer network environments prior 

to introduction and subject them to verification.

To respond to a variety of validation requests, we 

have a dedicated validation space, equipped with 

power sources and network access.

Individual validation rooms are also permanently 

available for security-conscious customers.

Technical Center
One of the largest technology research facilities of
ICT infrastructure in Japan

To prevent trouble following system introduction, we recreate customer network and cloud 
environments prior to introduction and subject them to verification. For new products discovered 
by our U.S. subsidiary and products carried by various vendors, we don’t just rely on product 
information found in supplier-provided literature; we evaluate and verify factors such as 
functionality, performance, interconnectivity, and reliability ahead of market introduction.

Quality Assurance & Management Center
Our long-accumulated experience and achievements
led to our record for quality and logistics

The Quality Control Center undertakes tasks from product shipment to a series of pre-
shipment works, supports building systems when introduced, and is engaged in post-adoption 
arrangement of maintenance service components and materials. We continuously improve 
four added values of Quality, Speed, Low Cost, and Innovation and enhance overall quality 
control so as to raise customer satisfaction.

Building area 2,100m2

Number of racks Approx. 300

Number of devices Approx. 9,000

Integrated control of quality, logistics, and storage of products and maintenance 
service components and materials.

24-hour year-round real-time monitoring and analysis by dedicated security analysts

Security Operation Center (NetOne-SOC)

Safeguarding customers’ information assets from
constantly-evolving threats

Our security analysts use the latest analysis infrastructure, and monitor and analyze 
customers’ security status 24 hours a day around the year. When needed, they give immediate 
notice to clients and respond to the incident at hand, according to the degree of urgency and 
danger. Beyond making emergency measures, we make proposals on permanent security 
measures.

24-hour year-round
real-time analysis

One-stop response from 
event detection to failure 

recovery

Judgment on the degree of 
importance of, and response to, 
an incident by security analysts

Vision

Practical training programs that incorporate Net 

One System’s know-how

Feature

Network Academy provides new knowledge, 

technology, and skills through its training 

programs to develop human resources satisfying 

current and future requirements.

Incorporating our advanced technologies and extensive expertise to our training program

Network Academy
Engaged in developing ICT engineers

Network Academy is engaged in developing ICT engineers with the provides a team of high-
level instructors and practical training environments that use an extensive range of actual 
equipment. A diverse curriculum is available, and we can also conduct training based on a 
curriculum tailored to customer needs anywhere in the country.

Operation zone

Prompt response to incidents by utilizing 
our one-stop Service Desk contact, early 
failure detection, remote survey, and on-
site work control.

Escalation zone

Behind-the-line support teams with 
advanced expertise analyze factors for 
failure and solve problems by using in-
house knowledge, working in alliance with 
manufacturers.

Support availability of ICT infrastructure, including the cloud system, 
with a 24-hour, year-round integrated operation

eXpert Operation Center (XOC)

Integrated operation and management services to
support business continuity

Standing up to the challenges of increasingly diverse and complex customer requests, such 
as workstyle innovation, adoption of a cloud system, and constant security threats, we deliver 
optimal management services, leveraging our know-how accumulated from the management 
of our own systems.
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Admired
Company

Responsibility to
Customers

Customer 
First

Advanced 
Information 

& Technology

Quality
Communication

Fun of
Work

Contribute to
Society

Effective
Teamwork

Professionalism
& Honor

Integrity
& Trust

Responsibility to
Partners

Responsibility to
Shareholders

Contributions to
ICT Market

Contributions to
Civil SocietyContributions to

Global
Environment

Seven missions

The NetOne Group
Code of Conduct

Responsibility to
Employees

Fully acknowledged of impact on the social influences, each employee of
Net One Systems is working on CSR activity with high motivation.

Responsibilities to be accomplished
as a member of society

Direction each employee is aiming for

We are sincerely aware of a change in the management environment in which a 
corporate is surrounded and consider it is our social responsibility to manage 
our company stably and sustainably to make customers and other stakeholders 
completely satisfi ed. We are promoting risk management activity through mutual 
cooperation with each group company based on an internal control system.

We must always contribute to society throughout our lives.
Our future life will be in danger if we don’t fulfi l our social and environmental 
responsibilities.

Initiatives aimed at
Social Contribution
Activities

Since our founding, by developing a new product and a new technology 
innovatively and off ering it to customers, we have contributed to every aspect of 
society such as industrial economy, and culture of art and science as a pioneer of 
network fi eld. It is social obligation for us to commit to information security and we 
consider it as one of the primary roles of management.

Thorough
Implementation of
Information Security

Based on vision of the NetOne Group, we reinforce and establish our compliance 
system. We will make our best eff ort continually with enthusiasm so that we can 
earn the evaluation of “Admired Company” widely by all stakeholders through the 
practice of compliance in corporate activities.

Practicing of
Compliance

Promotion of Risk
Management

Net One Systems
Responsibilities

for Society

Thorough
Implementation 
of Information 

Security

Practicing of
Compliance

Initiatives 
aimed at Social 

Contribution
Activities

Promotion of 
Risk

Management

Contributions 
to Environment

NetOne Group emphasizes social responsibility to environment protection of an 
enterprise and also prioritizes “contribution to global environment” in our group vision.

Contributions to
Environment

Our goal is to become “Admired Company”, in other words 
“a company trusted and supported by all our stakeholders.” 
By fulfi lling our responsibilities to customers, partners,  
shareholders and employees and never neglecting 
contributions to the ICT market, civil society and the 
global environment, we believe we can become “Admired 
Company” for the fi rst time.

Our Goal - The Direction of the NetOne Group -

To achieve our goal, we must act upon certain 
responsibilities and contributions. The responsibilities to be 
taken and contributions to be made with respect to each 
important target (stakeholder) related to the success of the 
NetOne Group business have been defi ned in the form of 
seven missions.

Seven Missions - The Missions to Be Fulfi lled by the Group -

The NetOne Group Code of Conduct

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Customer First

Integrity & Trust

Advanced Information
& Technology

Professionalism & Honor

Quality Communication

Effective Teamwork

Fun of Work

Contribution to Society

We off er the best value from customers' perspective and act with pride.

Always thoughtful of others, judge ourselves objectively and respond with sincerity.

Grasping cutting-edge technology based on customer’s needs, we aggressively innovate 
technology development and creatively adapt market dynamics.

We promise to deliver excellent results with enduring aspiration and consistent eff orts.

We assertively communicate with others with respect and share mutual goals.

Selecting the most appropriate cause of action, we deepen our shared trust and grow together.

We create an environment to support a balanced and healthy workforce in which all types 
of personalities are respected and interacting harmoniously.

With conscientious awareness of our value to society, we can positively aff ect our world 
one contribution at a time.
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CSR Vision


